ProActive drilling asset management services

Preservation services with certificate of conformance (CoC) extension

Applications
Cameron equipment owners:
- Anticipating drastic reductions in assets demand
- Preferring to lower upcoming maintenance costs
- Interested in deferring certification costs

How it improves wells
In times of low equipment demand, proper equipment preservation will extend asset life. By partnering with the original equipment manufacturer, Cameron equipment owners not only have the assurance of the correct preservation procedure but also the peace of mind that this will extend the Cameron equipment CoC expiration date. Moreover, OEM preservation leads to quicker equipment mobilization. Therefore, Cameron equipment owners will experience maintenance cost savings.

How it works
Equipment preservation services consists of three key processes: processes, maintenance, and reactivation to bring the equipment back to work. Each customer has different preservation needs, which leads to three program options. The base level of service provides equipment owners with technical support and clarifications, online training, and customer-specific preservation procedures. There is also flexibility in performing the long-term preservation with a mutually agreed fluid and preservation maintenance. The intermediate level of service includes Cameron supervision and engineering support of all three key steps. Owners have the flexibility of storing their equipment at a temperature and humidity-controlled Cameron facility, contingent upon local availability.

For owners who want peace of mind about resources for performing preservation procedures, Cameron offers a team of field service technicians to not only to supervise but also execute all three preservation steps on behalf of the customer. This includes a dedicated asset management team to manage resources, logistics, and deadlines at the customer’s desired job location. Equipment owners have the convenience of detailed service reports, online access to reports and certifications, automatic CoC extension, and service warranty.

What it replaces
Traditional reactive equipment preservation services.

Additional information
Customers retain the option to customize preservation packages.

---

ProActive services reduce the cost and time of repair, maintenance, and recertification by providing continuous access to advanced diagnostic tools and equipment data.